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Abstract. Although very effective in computing accurate recommendations, due to their inner nature, collaborative algorithms work very well
with dense matrices but show their limits when they deal with sparse
ones. In these cases, using only past ratings may lead to unsatisfactory
results in the recommendation list. In this paper we show how to move
from a user-item to a user-feature matrix by exploiting original user
ratings. We then use matrix factorization techniques to compute recommendations.
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Introduction

Matrix factorization techniques have proven their effectiveness in improving the
performance of recommendation engines in a pure collaborative approach and
are implemented in many industrial and commercial systems [2]. Whenever available, descriptions of the items can be used as a valuable source of information
to augment the knowledge injected in and exploited by the system to compute
the recommendation list of items. More recently, thanks to the Linking Open
Data initiative, many structured data have become freely available to represent
the content of items in different knowledge domains and then feed recommendation engines [3]. Several works have tried to build recommender systems by
exploiting Linked Open Data (LOD) as side information for representing items,
in addition to the user preferences usually collected through ratings. Properties
gathered from DBpedia, the cornerstone dataset of the LOD cloud, may be used
in different ways: (1) to define semantic similarity measures for providing more
accurate recommendations [8, 4]; (2) to deal with problems as the limited content analysis or cold-start, e.g. by introducing new relevant features to improve
item representations [10], or to cope with the increasing data sparsity [5]; (3)
to provide a good balance between different recommendation objectives, such as
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accuracy and diversity [5]. In [7], for instance, effective strategies to incorporate
item features for top-N recommender systems are developed. Recently, an interesting approach called Feature Preferences Matrix Factorization (FPMF) has
been proposed in [6]. FPMF incorporates user feature preferences in a matrix
factorization to predict user likes. It is worth to note that the previously mentioned approaches does not rely on features coming from the Linked Open Data
cloud. Features composing the description of an item, whatever the source, are
not considered per se in the recommendation process but are usually exploited
to evaluate the similarity between items or users. We believe that more attention
should be paid to modeling the recommendation problem with a focus on recommending features rather then items. Expanding an item in its features brings
with it some interesting side effects. On the one hand, all features may represent
relations that, e.g., latent factor models we are not able to look at. On the other
hand, features give us a new set of explicit connections between items to be
exploited with collaborative filtering algorithms. Finally, recommending items
via feature recommendation may lead to an easier generation of explanations for
the recommended list of items. Unfortunately, moving from items to features is
not that straight as in a forest of many features, most of them may result not
relevant to a user. Moreover, once we design an algorithm able to compute a
recommendation list of features, we have to go back to the items space, as the
ultimate goal of a recommender systems is to suggest items to a user. In this
paper we present FF (for Features Factorization), a top-N recommendation
algorithm originally introduced in [1] that relies on user’s feature preferences and
collaborative filtering information in the features space. The main goal of FF is
to compute an ordered list of features preferred by the user and, starting from
such list, to reassemble the relevance values of each returned feature to produce
a top-N list of items to recommend. All the side information adopted by FF with
reference to a specific item i is retrieved from DBpedia in form of triples hi, p, ei.
For each item in the user profile we retrieve its features by querying DBpedia
thus getting them as a set of entities e.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In the next section we
introduce and describe FF. We than close the paper with a section devoted to
Conclusion and future works.
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Proposed Approach

Motivation. This work aims at investigating the role of feature rating and
relevance in the item rating process. The main intuition behind FF is that items
can be handled as a collection of features on which the recommendation process
is then performed. If we want to discover the contribution of each single feature in
the evaluation, first of all, we need to unpack each item in its composing features.
Then, by combining the overall popularity of each feature in the user profile
(feature relevance) and the rating assigned to items containing that feature we
may estimate the implicit rating the user is giving to that specific feature. The
second observation we based our work on, is that the relevance of an item in

the user profile cannot be entirely encoded in its ratings as the single rating
represents a degree of liking about the specific item.
Data Model. Each item in the user profile is associated with a relevance function we denote with ρui (·). Its value represents an estimation of how important
is a particular item to the user u. Analogously, we have a value associated to
each feature in the profile computed via the function ρuf (·) computing the relevance of the feature f in the user profile. Actually, each feature is associated
also with a rating ruf (·) which is inferred by considering the rating of all the
items containing f .
Problem Formulation. By considering the data associated to the user profile
as described in the previous section we can move from a rating matrix connecting
user and items to a user-feature matrix where each value is represented by the
pair hρuf (·), ruf (·)i. In other words, we may consider two user-feature matrices:
the one P containing relevance values ρuf (·), the other R including the inferred
ratings ruf (·).
In FF, the relevance of a feature pe is computed as its probability of belonging
to the set Iu representing the items already rated by a user u. More formally we
have:
P
|{hi, p, ei | hi, p, ei ∈ DBpedia}|
uf
ρ (pe) = i∈Iu
|Iu |
The idea behind this computation is quite straight: the more a feature is
connected to the items in the user profile, the higher its relevance for the user.
Once we have computed the relevance of all the features in the user profile,
we can move to the computation of the relevance for the items i ∈ Iu . This can
be computed as the normalized summation of the relevance for all the features
it is composed by. In formulas, we have
P
uf
hi,p,ei∈DBpedia ρ (pe)
ui
ρ (i) =
|{hi, p, ei | hi, p, ei ∈ DBpedia}|
Given a feature pe, the computation of the feature rating ruf (pe) exploits both
the rating and the relevance of each item i ∈ Iu containing pe.
P
ui
hi,p,ei∈DBpedia rui · ρ (i)
uf
r (pe) = P
(1)
ui
hi,p,ei∈DBpedia ρ (i)
top-N Recommendation. The profiles we built contain only the features
the user met before, but usually the number of those features is dramatically
smaller than the overall number of features and this results in P and R being
very sparse. In order to complete the information they contain, we compute, via
Biased Matrix Factorization, the missing values ρ̂uf (pe) for P and r̂uf (pe) for
R. We run matrix factorization independently on P and R. ρ̂uf (pe) and r̂uf (pe)
represent the predicted relevance and the predicted rating for all those features
not belonging to any of the items in Iu . As the resulting matrices contain both
content-based and collaborative informations (due to the matrix factorization),
we refer to them as hybrid profile.

With the hybrid profile we can estimate a ranked list for all the remaining
items within the collection. In fact, the ranking of an item in the list is computed by considering the rating of the features belonging to the item and their
relevance.
X
X
r̂ui (i) =
ρuf (pe)·ruf (pe)+
ρ̂uf (pe)·r̂uf (pe)
(hi,p,ei∈DBpedia)∧(i∈Iu )

(hi,p,ei∈DBpedia)∧(i6∈Iu )

It is important to point out that these estimations do not correspond to an
actual rating but the correct item ranking is yet preserved. In order to improve
the results of the final recommendation process, we may reduce the number of
features considered while computing the final rank based on their relevance and
popularity [1].
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Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper we presented FF, a novel algorithm that bases on feature recommendation as an intermediate step for computing top-N items recommendation
lists. The main idea behind FF is that feature relevance in a user profile plays a
key role in the selection and rating of an item in a collection. As future work,
we are investigating the behavior of FF with respect to novelty and diversity of
results. We are also interested in exploring the behavior of FF approach with
different collaborative filtering algorithms, other than factorization techniques
in the item-feature space and in particular with Factorization Machines [9].
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